
There Must Be More!!
Verse 1: G A D!
Does anybody feel there's more than this?!
Than a hollow, shallow life of emptiness!
'Cause my heart it claims that we were born for love!
To color in the world with every touch!!
Pre-Chorus 1: Bm A G!
And I know that we can find it if we want to!
A little bit of Heaven in this world!!
Chorus: G A D!
There must be more!
Than the hatred I can swallow!
There must be more!
Than this petty life I live!
Because I know!
If I hold this till tomorrow!
                 G!
A heart of stone!
                  A! !         G        A       D!
Will be the only thing I can give!!
Verse 2: G A D!
God in Heaven, won't you hear my plea?!
This soul's prone to wander, prone to evil things!
Will you send Your Spirit, send Him from above!
To a broken corpse and teach it how to love!!
Pre-Chorus 2: Bm A G!
Yes I know that there is goodness inside me!
For a child plays deep down within these bones!!
Bridge:!
D!
       But choruses they never do You just!
C#/D!
        If the life that I am living is full of rust!
     Bm!
Repair this mind!
        G!
And teach it how to love!!
But choruses they never do you just!
Just empty words unless I back them up!
Repair this heart!
And teach it how to love!!



Teach it how to love (x3)!!!
Final Chorus!
! !  G!
There must be more!
!     A! ! D!
Than the hatred I can swallow!
! ! G!
There must be more!
                A!         D!
Than this petty life I live!
!      G!
Because I know!
      A! ! Bm!
If I hold this till tomorrow!
                 G!
A heart of stone!
                  A! !         D      !
Will be the only thing I can give!
! ! G!
There must be more!
!     A! !     D!
Than the darkness I can follow!
!      G!
That’s wounding souls!
! ! A! ! Bm!
And watching bright light fade within!
!   G!
Inflicting pain!
        A! !  !   Bm!
And fear and grief and sorrow!
!             G!
There must be more!
!    A! !      D!
Than the shadows of my sin!!
Ending Verse: G A D!
And while my love may lie trampled in the dust!
And my life may fade like pictures in the sun!
Still the most important question You will ask!
Is if I poured out love with every single breath


